ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF CONDITIONS OF GRANT-FUNDED POSITIONS

My signature below certifies that I have read and understand the following conditions established for Grant-Funded appointments in which I am currently employed.

“Your employment with Grambling State University is contingent on the availability of adequate funding. Should funding be cancelled by the funding agency prior to the expiration of this appointment, you will be given as much advance notice as possible. Furthermore, there is no assurance of re-employment after the expiration date of this grant appointment.

All unclassified employees are at-will and serve at the pleasure of the President and the University of Louisiana System. Employment is not guaranteed for any specified period of time for unclassified employees regardless of funding source.”

Exceptions to the above conditional appointment are as follows:

- Employees appointed in probational, provisional or permanent classified positions are exempted.
- Employees (faculty) appointed tenure-track positions are exempted

Kindly acknowledge receipt and understanding of the above statement on conditions of employment supported by federal funds by signing below.

NOTE: Signing this correspondence in no way suggests that your present employment is in jeopardy.

(Please Print Your Name)       (Signature)       (Date)